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Might As Well Be Mars
Brittany Underwood

My first tab, since I couldn t find the chords anywhere I figured I d just have
to write my own..
I play it with the Capo on the 4th fret :)

Gm                Eb                 Bb
They tell me it s nice this time of year
F
Down on earth
Gm                          Eb
But my head s been in the clouds
           Bb                  F
I m acting weird and lost for words.

Eb
Falling like the stars
Cm                            Bb                F
I m falling fast and hard for something out of reach

Bb
I could be there but you wouldn t see me
F                                          Gm
Hover in the air,like I m just a daydream, oh
            Eb
Why does it feel so far?
Bb
Close enough to touch but you re looking through me
F                                    Gm                   Eb
In the same room, a smile away feels miles from where you are
                 F
Might as well be Mars

Gm         Eb             Bb
Never been bound by gravity
         F
But I am now
Gm              Eb            Bb
You have made a human out of me
              F
and pulled me down

Eb
Falling like the stars
    Cm
I m falling fast and hard
    Bb                 F
for something I can t reach.



Bb
I could be there but you wouldn t see me
F                                               Gm
hover in the air like I m just like a daydream, oh
            Eb
why does it feel so far?
Bb
Close enough to touch but you re looking through me
F
In the same room
                   Gm                   Eb
a smile away feels miles from where you are
                 F
Might as well be Mars.

Gm     Eb                F
Oh, it might as well be Mars

              Gm         Eb
Might as well be another galaxy
             Bb               F
Calling long distance from a star

Bb
I could be there but you wouldn t see me
F                                          Gm
hover in the air like I m just a daydream, oh
            Eb
why does it feel so far?
Bb
Close enough to touch but you re looking through me
F                                   Gm                   Eb
In the same room a smile away feels miles from where you are

Eb                F
Might as well be Mars
Eb                F
Might as well be Mars
Eb                Bb
Might as well be Mars


